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Abstract. For replying to the strict exigencies and rules imposed by the
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), ICT systems are currently
adopting different means for managing personal data. However, due to
their critical and crucial role, effective and efficient validation methods
should be applied, taking into account the peculiarity of the reference
legal framework (i.e., the GDPR). In this paper, we present GROOT,
a generic combinatorial testing methodology specifically conceived for
assessing the GDPR compliance and its contextualization in the context
of access control domain.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, quality of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) sys-
tems and modern applications is strictly tied with the security and privacy.
However, most the times, due to the peculiarity of the General Data Protec-
tion Regulation (GDPR) [8], effective and efficient validation methods have to
be applied for avoiding possible violations. In this paper, we present GROOT, a
combinatorial testing methodology specifically conceived for assessing the GDPR
compliance of ICT systems in processing Personal Data. We specifically contex-
tualize GROOT into the Access Control (AC) domains, because they are the
most promising approach for taking in consideration the peculiarities of the
GDPR [6, 5]. Indeed, Access Control Systems (ACSs) aim to ensure that only
the intended subjects (e.g., Data Subject, Controller and Processor) can access
the protected data (e.g., Personal Data or special Categories of Personal Data)
and get the permission levels required to accomplish their tasks and no much
more.

The testing of ACSs represents a key activity to guarantee the trustworthi-
ness of (personal or sensitive) data and protect information technology systems
against inappropriate or undesired user access [4]. However, testing is still a time
consuming, error prone activity and a critical step of the development process.
Bad choices in each stage of the testing phase may compromise the entire pro-
cess, with the risk of releasing inadequate security and privacy solutions that
allow unauthorized access (security perspective) or unlawful processing (legal
perspective).
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Indeed, several strategies for the generation of test cases (i.e., access requests)
for access control systems have been defined in scientific literature. They lever-
age the application of combinatorial approaches to access control policies values
for generating test inputs [2]; or exploit data flow for test cases generation start-
ing from policies specification [17]; or are based on the representation of policy
implied behavior by means of models [9, 1]. However, to the best of our knowl-
edge, there are few proposals for assessing the compliance with the GDPR [10,
7], and none targeting the testing access control systems in the context of the
GDPR. Therefore, our work aims at advancing the state-of-the-art by providing,
for the first time, the GdpR-based cOmbinatOrial Testing (GROOT) strategy,
i.e., a general combinatorial strategy for testing systems managing GDPR’s con-
cepts (e.g., Data Subject, Personal Data or Controller). To better illustrate the
GROOT procedural steps, an application example is also provided.

Outline: Section 2 provides an overview of the main concepts, Section 3 illus-
trates the GROOT methodology and its application. Finally, Section 4 concludes
the paper and depicts future works.

2 Background

GDPR Concepts. The GDPR is the currently European Regulation for the
protection of Personal Data. In its Art. 4, the GDPR defines Personal Data as
“any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person (‘data
subject’)”, whose data are managed by a Controller. The purpose of the pro-
cessing of Personal Data is determined by the controller, and this “processing
shall be lawful only if and to the extent that at least one of the” six legal bases
“applies” (Art. 6). In particular, one of those legal bases is the consent given by
the data subject “to the processing of his or her Personal Data for one or more
specific purposes” (Art. 6.1(a)). The GDPR also sets other fundamental rights
of the data subject, such as the right of access (Art. 15) and the right to data
portability (Art. 20).
Access Control. Access Control (AC), implemented through Access Control
Mechanism (ACM), provides a decision to an authorization request, typically
based on predefined Access Control Policy (ACP). This is a specific statement
of what is and is not allowed on the basis of a set of rules. For instance, a
policy contains a set of rules that specify who (e.g., Controller, Processor or
Data Subject) has access to which resources (e.g., Personal Data) and under
which circumstances (e.g., based on the Consent and Purpose) [15].
Representing the GDPR. Implementing the GDPR’s requirements is a chal-
lenging task, and a standardized solution is still missing. The most promising
approaches can be divided into: using Semantic Web technologies, i.e., ontolo-
gies, using UML representation and using access control policies specification.
Concerning the first group, recent proposals are [14], which models the legal
concepts through the Privacy Ontology (PrOnto), and the GDPR text exten-
sions [13] where the GDPR is represented as inked data resource. Works in
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the second group use the UML notation for representing the GDPR’s concepts.
Among them we refer to [16] where the authors use the UML model for design-
ing automated methods for checking the GDPR compliance, and [11] where the
authors use an educational e-platform paradigm for combining the regulation,
information privacy and best practices. The third group represents the legal
concepts through access control policies. In particular, authors in [6] propose
a semantic model to represent the GDPR consent customized for the XACML
reference access control architecture, whereas in [3] authors provide a life cycle
for the development of access control policies and mechanisms in reference to
the GDPR’s demands.

Our proposal requires (and exploits) the possibility of having a structured
and machine readable specification of the legal concepts. The aim is therefore
to provide a methodology independent from any GDPR representation. The
adaptation of the methodology to the different GDPR’s representations is left
and handled during the development stage of the GROOT proposal.

3 GROOT

GROOT is a general combinatorial testing approach, for validating systems man-
aging GDPR’s concepts (e.g., Data Subject, Personal Data or Controller). In the
following, we first illustrate the GROOT methodology, and then we show its us-
age in the context of access control.

3.1 GROOT Methodology

In illustrating the GROOT methodology, we use the following definitions:

Definition 1 (GDPR-based SUT Model) A GDPR-based SUT Model is a
tuple ModelGDPR(PAR, V ), where:

– PAR ⊆ {DS,PD,DC,DP,C, P, PA, TP} is the set of parameters that affect
the GDPR-based SUT, where DS = Data Subject, PD = Personal Data, DC
= Controller, DP = Processor, C = Consent, P = Purpose, PA = Processing
Activity, TP = Third Party, and

– V = {Vi | i ∈ PAR and Vi is the set of values for the parameter i }
is the set of sets of the values that can be selected for each parameter.

Definition 2 (GDPR-based Test Case) Given a GDPR-based SUT Model
ModelGDPR(PAR, V ), a GDPR-based Test Case is a tuple TCGDPR(ATT )
where: ATT = {ATTi | ATTi ⊆ Vi , i ∈ PAR and Vi ∈ V }.

The GROOT methodology takes as an input a GDPR-based implementation,
that is a representation of the GDPR in terms of a specification language. As
detailed in Section 2, currently, different proposals are available and can be used
for the purpose. Under this hypothesis GROOT is composed of three main steps
(see Figure 1): GDPR-based Model Derivation; Test Cases Generation; and Test
Cases Translation.
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GDPR-based Model Derivation (Step 1 ). In line with Definition 1, the
GDPR-based SUT Model of the GDPR-based implementation is then derived.
For this, the GDPR-based implementation is parsed in order to identify the set of
parameters P, and the associated set of sets V. More precisely, for each parameter
i, the subset Vi, containing the values used in the GDPR-based implementation,
is derived.
Test Cases Generation (Step 2 ). In this step, the combinatorial testing is
performed. Based on the derived parameters’ values sets, different combinatorial
strategies can be adopted such as: all-combinations, pairwise combinations or t-
wise combinations. For instance, in the all-combinations test strategy according
to the Definition 2, for each parameter i and its set of value Vi, the power set of
Vi (P (Vi)) is derived, i.e., all possible subsets of Vi. Then, the obtained power
sets P (Vi) are combined so as to derive the test cases i.e., the TCGDPR(ATT )
tuples. Because combinatorial testing is a costly activity, the selection of the best
combinatorial strategy, that could be adopted, may depend on different testing
objectives such as: coverage, effectiveness, reduction or prioritization.
Test Cases Translation (Step 3 ). According to the domain specific lan-
guage, each of the obtained TCGDPR(ATT ) tuples in Step 2 is translated into
specific executable test case. In the context of AC, a test case is represented
through an AC request that can be evaluated by the ACM.

Fig. 1. GROOT Methodology.

3.2 Using GROOT

In this section, we illustrate the application of GROOT through a use case sce-
nario based on a realistic fitness environment. More precisely, we consider Alice,
a Data Subject, who wants to use a smart fitness application to monitor her daily
activities to achieve a predefined training objective. In this case, we suppose that
a customized (mobile) application is provided by a generic myFitness company
(Controller). To meet Alice’s needs, myFitness has so far defined two purposes
(MyCholesterol and Untargeted Marketing), each related to a specific data set
of Personal Data and achieved by allowing access to perform a specific set of
Actions. Specifically, the MyCholesterol purpose is achieved by performing AG-
GREGATE, DERIVE, and QUERY actions; whereas the Untargeted Marketing
purpose is achieved by performing COLLECT, QUERY, and SEND actions. At
the time of subscribing to the myFitness application, Alice provided her Personal
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Data (i.e., e-mail, Age, Gender, and Blood Cholesterol) and gave her consent to
process her e-mail and Age for Untargeted Marketing purpose, and her Blood
Cholesterol for MyCholesterol purpose. In turn, myFitness gave Alice controller’s
contacts that include: orgName, address, e-mail, and phone number.

GDPR-based Implementation. In this application example, the GDPR-
based implementation refers to the Art. 6.1(a) of the GDPR. In the context of
AC, considering for instance the GDPR formalization proposed by [6], the article
is represented through the access control policy (called Alice’s policy) reported
in the listing below. The policy allows a lawfulness of processing of Personal
Data related to Alice and it is composed of two rules (R1 and R2):

Alice’s Policy:

R1: permission(data controller=myFitness, data subject=Alice, per-
sonal data={Blood Cholesterol, Age, Gender}, purpose=MyCholesterol,
action={DERIVE, AGGREGATE, QUERY}, consent=TRUE)

R2: permission(data controller={myFitness, address}, data subject=Alice,
personal data=Email, purpose=UntargetedMarketing, action=SEND,
consent=TRUE)

For instance, R1 allows data controller (who) to process personal data

(which resources) because of the consent (under which circumstances).

GDPR-based Model Derivation (Step 1 ). According to the GROOT
methodology presented in the previous section, the GDPR-based Model is parsed
to derive the PAR, and the associated values of the parameters. In the case of
Alice’s policy, the identified set of parameters derived from the policy elements
is PAR ⊆ {DS,PD,DC,C, P, PA}. For instance, the values associated with
parameter P is VP = {MyCholesterol, UntargetedMarketing}. In line with
Definition 1, the result of this step is represented in tabular form in Table 1.
The first column (labeled PE) reports the related Alice’s policy elements, the
second column (labeled PAR) reports the derived parameters, and the last col-
umn (labeled VPAR) lists the related values.

Test Cases Generation (Step 2 ). The combination of the parameters’ val-
ues of Table 1 is computed in order to derive the set of test cases. Different
strategies can be adopted in this step. By considering the all-combination, for
each parameter j ∈ PAR, the power set of the associated values is derived.
For instance, the power set associated with parameter P (i.e., Purpose) is PVP

= {{}, {UntargetedMarketing}, {MyCholesterol}, {UntargetedMarketing, My-
Cholesterol} }. Possible test cases are TCGDPR(ATT 1) and TCGDPR (ATT 2)
where ATT 1 ={DC=myFitness, DS=Alice PD={Blood Cholesterol}, P= My-
Cholesterol, PA=DERIVE, C=TRUE} and ATT 2 ={C=myFitness, DS=Alice,
PD={Email,Age}, P=UntargetedMarketing, PA=SEND}.

For all-combination the cardinality of the derived test suite is 16.384, because
the number of test cases follows exponential growth with the numbers of values’
parameters. The number of generated test cases can be reduced by consider-
ing different approaches. For instance, by applying the pairwise technique the
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PE PAR VPAR

data subject DS = Data Subject Alice
personal data PD = Personal Data Blood Cholesterol, Age, Gender, Email
data controller DC = Controller myFitness, Address
consent C = Consent TRUE
purpose P = Purpose UntargetedMarketing, MyCholesterol
action PA = Processing Activity DERIVE, AGGREGATE, QUERY, SEND

Table 1. GDPR-based SUT Model Associated of Alice’s policy.

cardinality of test suite has been reduced to 259 covering the 16.384 variants.
However, it is out of the scope of this paper discussing solutions for managing
the explosion problem of combinatorial testing. For more details, we refer to [12].
Test Cases Translation (Step 3 ). Finally, each of the obtained test cases
is translated into an executable one. In the context of AC, possible AC requests,
associated with TCGDPRATT 1

and TCGDPRATT2
respectively, are reported be-

low. For instance, Req1 states that myFitness (who) wants to process Blood
Cholesterol (which resources) for MyCholesterol purpose (under which circum-
stances).

Example of Access Control Requests using GROOT:

Req1: request(DC=myFitness, DS=Alice PD=Blood Cholesterol,
P=MyCholesterol, PA=DERIVE, C=TRUE)

Req2: request(C=myFitness, DS=Alice, PD={Email,Age},
P=UntargetedMarketing, PA=SEND)

4 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we presented GROOT, a combinatorial testing strategy specifically
conceived for assessing the compliance with the GDPR of systems managing per-
sonal data. We have firstly presented the conceived methodology, which consists
of three main steps, then we have exemplified its application by considering a
realistic use case scenario coming from fitness environment. In particular, we il-
lustrated how to apply GROOT for testing GDPR-based access control policies.
It is part of our work-in-progress the assessment of the GROOT approach by
considering real case studies as well as the use of mutation approaches for evalu-
ating its test effectiveness. We are also working on the GROOT implementation
in order to automatize the overall proposed process. As a future work, we will
customize GROOT approach by considering other technologies such as consent
management systems.
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